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Spice readers cook up a great night with Victo
[Thu 22/04/2010 11:20:37]

Spice Magazine rounded up a group of willing readers to taste test a
night with VictorsFood.
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The event, held in Sydney had our group competing in two teams to
menu that had mouths watering.
VictorsFood is a unique team building company which focuses on in
cooking experiences to build your team, allow guests to experience
celebrate and have fun.
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Hot Products
Farewell International Mobile
Phone Bill Shockers
TravelSIM, the mobile phone service which
allows international business travellers to
receive calls for free has announced
reduced rates for making calls while global
roaming more...

Smart gifting with Smartbox
Perfect for corporate gifts, speaker
gifts or for your valuable clients,
Smartbox offers a unique concept in
gift giving- an alternative for gift
buying that combines the thoughtfulness of a personal
gift with the risk-free aspect of a gift voucher more...

Funktionality's Fiona Rollings cooking up a fabulous flambé

Our readers came together from a variety of organisations to experie
one type of product the organisation offers, a Masterchef-style chall
twist. The end of the evening saw our group sit down to a well dese
of chatter, laughter and awards for best team, best food and more.
VictorsFood offers these experiences with the added benefit of carb
event as well as organic cooking options.
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e-register combines event registration with
event marketing.
Managing event registrations and promoting your event
online just got a whole lot easier with the release of
e-register - an online event registration program
developed in Australia by digital media company
SQUIDLYdigital. more...

Teams competed creating delicious dishes as well creating a
ingredients from the 'mystery box'
A wide variety of option are available from the Masterchef challenge
tappas allowing groups to move between cooking stations preparing
tappas. Perfect for large groups, this style of event is certain to brea
guests mingling.

Dimmi Launches First
Real-Time Online Restaurant
Reservation Service
Now corporate organisers in Sydney,
Melbourne and Brisbane can book a
business lunch, a private dining room or
dinner for clients anytime, anywhere using Australia's
first real-time online reservations service. more...

'Events With A Difference' At
InterContinental Sydney

The program serves as the secret ingredient to not just a great team
also as a fabulous partner program for a conference or incentive itin
can be adapted to most venues at any destination and are suited fo
the hundreds.
For more information on the types of events on offer and how it all w
website by clicking here.
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InterContinental Sydney is now
specialising in the creative delivery of
meetings that are not just rewarding or motivating for
delegates but also memorable and enriching. more...
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Manage Events With Ease
Managing successful events can be
one of the most complex project management tasks in
business. With multiple suppliers, and time pressures
there is no margin for error. Welcome a solutionManagEvent. more...
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